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1 Importance of the Filling Rate (FR) 

Keep in mind that Mr. Bora will need to classify hundreds of projects according to their score. This 
score is built around three strategic objectives defined at the beginning in the manual "Instruction 
Guide": 

 Profitability (ROI), weighted at 35%; 

 Respect for the environment (Score Ecology), weighted 45%; 

 Brand image (Score Brand image), weighted 20%. 
 
ROI depends only on two things: your products (turnover) and your charges. However, it is found 
that: 

 You choose the amount of your charges; 

 You choose three of the four components of your products:  
o Rooms and suites price (1); 
o Number of rooms and suites available per night (2); 
o Your operating time (3). 

 
Therefore, the only unknown that prevents you from "choosing" your score is the final component of 
your products: the attendance of your hotel. 
It is this filling rate (FR) that reflects its success or business failure. Calculating the filling rate is 
necessarily complex, because it is to determine, among all the projects, which will succeed and which 
will fail. 
 

 

2 Complexity of the calculation protocol 

2.1 Indicators 

To estimate the filling rate, the following indicators are taken into account: 

 Your characteristics' scores: Brand Image, Service & Marketing. These three scores fluctuate 
between 0% and 100%. The higher they are, the more likely you are to achieve a high filling 
rate; 

 Prices to rooms and suites. 
 

FR

Turnover

ROI

Score
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2.2 Dynamics 

Must still be included in the calculation of your Filling Rate the choices made by the competing 
teams. 
This is therefore the difference between your existing indicators and those of your opponents that 
will be decisive. Dynamics correspond to your characteristics' scores when compared to those of 
competing projects. 
When your dynamics are: 

 Above 1: your hotel is more efficient (on the characteristic in question) than your competing 
projects; 

 Below 1: your opponents are better than you on the characteristic in question. 
  

 EXAMPLE: You invest 10 million euros in the Marketing budget and get a Marketing Score of 
90%. 
This investment will prove extremely promising if the average marketing budget of your 
competitors amounted to only €5 million. You will then have a dynamic marketing greater 
than 1. 
However, if your opponents have established their communications costs around 20 million 
euros, it's a safe bet that your campaign goes unnoticed! You will have a dynamic marketing 
less than 1. 

 

2.3 Expected Filling Rate, generating a hypothesis scenarios 

As you do not know the choice of opposing teams, you probably understand that it is impossible to 
know in advance what will be your filling rate. The only thing you can do is limited to conjecture your 
ROI and SCORE given hypotheses filling rate. 
 
In the field "Expected Filling Rate", you can enter the assumptions you want. If you enter 90%, your 
financial fields automatically calculate ROI and SCORE corresponding to a filling rate of 90%. 
 

Caution: Keep in mind that the scores announced by your ROI in your strategic cartridge is true 
only under the assumptions of filling rate that you gave in the box Expected Filling Rate. This is 
why you must be careful to enter attendance assumptions reasonable and in correspondence 
with the characteristics of your hotel 

 
 EXAMPLE: Suppose you have characteristics' scores between 70 and 80% and a price of room 

/ suite that you feel relatively high. 
In this case, it is useless to hope for an attendance rate above 60%, and we advise you to 
enroll in the "Filling Expected Rate" a percentage less than 60% in order to obtain realistic 
Score and ROI forecasts. 
However, if your score features all amounts to over 90%, with prices of rooms / suites 
acceptable, you can expect a filling rate between 90% and 100%. 
In summary: build your scenarios on rate assumptions consistent with the characteristics of 
your hotel and its price level. 

 
Your actual filling rate, calculated during the night, will be shown every morning. The objective of this 
paper is to present the protocol calculation made by Mr. Bora to find it out.  
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3 Protocol for calculating FR 

3.1 Step One: Gathering Information 

First of all a number of data on your project will be retrieved: 

 Your number of rooms and suites; 

 Your capacity (number of bedrooms and number of suites); 

 Your customer segmentation result of the choice of the region: Low income (n%) / Medium 
(m%) etc.. ; 

 Your characteristics' scores: Brand image, Ecology, Service, Marketing; 

 The price of your room and your suites; 

 The target marketing you have chosen; 

 Your tax rate on corporations. 

 

3.2 Second step: Calculation of averages 

On the sample of all teams will be calculated arithmetic averages of each characteristics score: 

 AVERAGE (SCOREBrand) ; 

 AVERAGE (SCOREEcology) ; 

 AVERAGE (SCOREService) ; 

 AVERAGE (SCOREMarketing). 
 
And the weighted average price of rooms and suites: 
 

AVERAGE (PRICERooms) = 
 (𝐏𝐑𝐈𝐂𝐄 𝐫𝐨𝐨𝐦𝐬 𝐭𝐞𝐚𝐦 𝐢∗𝐍𝐮𝐦𝐛𝐞𝐫 𝐨𝐟 𝐫𝐨𝐨𝐦𝐬 𝐭𝐞𝐚𝐦 𝐢𝐧
𝐢=𝟏 )

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐧𝐮𝐦𝐛𝐞𝐫  𝐨𝐟 𝐫𝐨𝐨𝐦𝐬 𝐛𝐮𝐢𝐥𝐭
 

 

AVERAGE (PRICESuites) = 
 (𝐏𝐑𝐈𝐂𝐄 𝐬𝐮𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐬 𝐭𝐞𝐚𝐦 𝐢∗𝐍𝐮𝐦𝐛𝐞𝐫 𝐨𝐟 𝐬𝐮𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐬 𝐭𝐞𝐚𝐦 𝐢𝐧
𝐢=𝟏 )

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐧𝐮𝐦𝐛𝐞𝐫 𝐨𝐟 𝐬𝐮𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐬 𝐛𝐮𝐢𝐥𝐭
 

 
 EXAMPLE: Team 1 creates 1,000 rooms to 100 € per night. Team B creates 100 rooms to 

1000 € per night. The average room price selected by the server is: 
(1000*100+100*1000)/1100 = 182€/room/night. 

 

3.3 Third step: Calculation of Dynamics 

Dynamics are coefficients taking values around 1. They are obtained by comparing indicators with 
those of your competitors. Here are the different dynamics and their formulas: 
 

3.3.1 Dynamics of characteristics 

 

1) DYNBrand = 1 + 2*(SCOREBrand – AVERAGE (SCOREBrand)) 
2) DYNEcology = 1 + 2*(SCOREEcology – AVERAGE (SCOREEcology)) 
3) DYNService = 1 + 2*(SCOREService – AVERAGE (SCOREService)) 
4) DYNMarketing = 1 + 2*(SCOREMarketing – AVERAGE (SCOREMarketing)) 
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 EXAMPLE: Your Brandi image Score equals to 91,36%. Brand image scores average of your 
competitors is 86,71%. Therefore you obtain a Brand Image dynamic of: DYNBrand = 
1+2*(91,36%-86,71%) = 109,3% = 1,093 
Your Brand Image Dynamic is upper 1, which testifies your hotel superiority compared to 
your competitors’ on Brand Image axis. 

 

3.3.2 Prices Dynamics 

 

1) DYNPrice_Room = AVERAGE (PRICERoom) / PRICERoom of your resort 
2) DYNPrice_Suite = AVERAGE (PRICESuite) / PRICESuite of your resort 

 
 EXAMPLE: The price of your room is 275 € per night. The weighted average price of the 

rooms is 350 €. Thus your DYNPrice_Room equals to 350/275 = 1,27. 
Your Price Dynamic is well above 1, reflecting the fact that your price is more competitive 
than the average of your competitors. 

 

3.3.3 Dynamics of quality / price ratio 

 

1) DYNQP_Room = DYNService*DYNPrix_Room 
2) DYNQP_Suite = DYNService*DYNPrix_Suite 

 
 EXAMPLE: Your Service Dynamic is equal to 1.27 and your Price Dynamic is 0.97 for suites. 

You are very competitive, but the quality of service is (very slightly) below average in terms 
of price.  
Its Dynamic quality / price ratio on suites is equal to 1.27 * 0.97 = 1.23. 
It is logical that this dynamic is greater than one, because the quality difference existing 
between you and your opponents is more important than the price difference. 

 

3.4 Fourth step: Calculation of attractiveness scores on each segment 

Attractiveness scores, ranging between 0 and 1, symbolize the degree of attraction of your offer on 
a specific segment. 
A score of 100% means that a segment was totally captivated by your offer. However, to continually 
fill your hotel, a single segment will not be enough: you need to convince them all! 
 
 

Attractiveness Low income = (DYNBrand*10%+DYNService*10%+DYNQP_Rooms*80%)   *(DYNPrice_Room)²*MARKETING  
 
Attractiveness Medium income = (DYNBrand*20%+DYNService*30%+DYNQP_Rooms*50%) *(DYNPrice_Room)²*MARKETING  
 
Attractiveness High income = (DYNBrand*35%+DYNService*35%+DYNQP_Suites*30%) *(DYNPrice_Suites)*MARKETING 
 
Attractiveness Jet-Set = (DYNBrand*50%+DYNService*40%+DYNQP_Suites*10%) *(DYNPrice_Suites)*MARKETING 
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With :  

MARKETING = DYNMarketing*(75%+Segment budget(%))*Marketing Target Multiplier 

 
Explanations : 

1) You remember having chosen category VII. MARKETING a “Main Marketing Target": this is where it 
comes into play. 
If you chose such target as segment Jet-Set, then the "Target Marketing Multiplier" present in 
calculating the attractiveness score of this segment will be worth 1.2. In other segments, however, 
there will only be 1, 0.7 and 0.6. 
 

MKT. 
TARGET 

Direct 
Costs 

Low Inc. 
Multiplier 

Med. Inc. 
Multiplier 

High Inc. 
Multiplier 

Jet-Set 
Multiplier 

Task 
name 

Task 
Duration 

Low 
Income 

0 1,2 1 0,8 0,6 None 0 

Medium 
Income 

0 1 1,2 0,9 0,8 None 0 

High 
Income 

0 0,8 0,9 1,2 1 None 0 

Jet-Set 0 0,6 0,7 1 1,2 None 0 

 
2) The "Segment Budget" is the proportions of your overall marketing budget that you have assigned to 

a particular segment in the category VII. MARKETING. 
If you chose to spend 25% of your marketing budget on the class High income, then your Dynamic 
Marketing will be multiplied by (75% +25%) = 1. 
 

 EXAMPLE: You have: 
o DYNBrand = 1,06 ;  
o DYNService = 0,87 ; 
o DYNPrice_Room = 1,25 ; 
o DYNMarketing = 0,92.  

 
 You've spent 40% of your marketing budget to the Medium income segment and have 
chosen it to be your "Main Target Marketing." You then get a DYNQP_Room of 1.09 and a 
score of attractiveness in this segment of 201%, which will automatically reset to 100%.  
 

(1,06*20%+0,87*30%+1,09*50%)*(1,25)² * (0,92*(75%+40%)*1,2)) = 201% 

 
 
 
This means that you convinced this segment twice! That is to say that you have spent too much 
convincing, and that you could, for example, increase the price of the room without losing 
customers. 
 

Caution: You will notice that the formulas calculating the scores differ across segments. By 
studying them, you can discover what are the most popular indicators for the different social 
classes. 

 
 
 
 

MARKETING 
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3.5 Step Five: Calculate Filling Rate 

Two Filling Rates (FR) are to be calculated: filling rate of your rooms and filling rate of your suites.   
We consider in this respect that: 

 High income and Jet Set segments focus exclusively on suites; 

 Low and Medium income segments focus exclusively on rooms. 

3.5.1 Rooms Filling Rate 

Rooms FR = Attractiveness Low income *Proportion Low income + Attractiveness Medium 
income*Proportion Medium income 

 

3.5.2 Suites Filling Rate 

Suites FR = Attractiveness High income *Proportion High income + Attractiveness Jet-Set 
*Proportion Jet-Set 

 
 EXAMPLE: You have chosen to implement in the Pink Lagoon whose proportions are as 

follows: Low (40%) Medium (40%) High (15%) Jet Set (5%). You attractiveness scores on Low 
income is of 100%, of 88%  for the segment Medium income, of 97% for High income and 
77% for the Jet-Set. 

 Room FR calculation: As only Low income and Medium income segments are 
interested in rooms, 50% of rooms are reserved to Low income (40% / (40%+40%)) 
and 50% to Medium income (40% /(40%+40%)). Your Room FR is equal to 
100%*50%+88%*50% = 94%. 

 Suites FR calculation: As only High income and Jet-Set segments are interested in 
suites, 75% of suites are reserved to High income (15% / (15%+5%)) and 25% to Jet-
Set (5% / 15%+5%). Your Suite FR is equal to 97%*75%+77%*25% = 92%. 

 

3.5.3 Your Global Filling Rate  

Your FR is equal to the average of your two filling rates, weighted by the number of suites and rooms 
created in the hotel. 
 

GLOBAL FILLING RATE = Rooms FR*
           

                        
 + Suites FR*

            

                        
 

 
 EXAMPLE: You have 100 suites and 200 rooms. Your Suites FR is equal to 100% and your 

Room FR is equal to 50%. Your Global FR will be 66%: You have 300 beds and 200 are filled 
(100/100 for suites and 100/200 for rooms). 

 

3.6 Step Six: Deduction of your score 

 Your Products: 
 

PRODUCTS = (FRRoom*PRICERoom*NUMBERRoom+FRSuite*PRICESuite*NUMBERSuite)*(1825-Building 
Duration) 
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PRODUCTS after taxes = PRODUCTS*(1- Rate of corporation tax) 

 
 Your ROI: 

 

ROI = 
                            

       
 

 
 Your Score: 

 

Project Score = (ROI*35%+DYNEcology*45%+DYNBrand*20%)*10000 

 

3.7 Step Seven: Evaluate your predictions for the Building Duration 

Your Building duration is calculated for you during the first two rounds. In contrast, in the third 
round, it will be up to you to conjecture this time. There will be a distinction between your Expected 
Building Duration and your Real Building Duration. 
It will then determine the accuracy of your estimate: 
 

Accuracy rate = 1 – 
                                                     

                      
 

 
 EXAMPLE 1: You are in Round I or II. Therefore, as your Real Building Duration is given to 

you, there is no difference between your predictions and the actual length of your building 

duration. Your accuracy rate is equal to 100% (=1- 
 

                      
). 

 
You are in Round III. You estimated your building duration at 1227 days. Your true building 
duration is 1047 days. The accuracy rate of your estimate is 82% (= 1 - 180/1047). 
 

 
The accuracy of your estimate is then used as a multiplier of your final score. 
 

 EXAMPLE 2: In the previous example, your accuracy is 82%. You got a Project Score initial of 
11,424.  
Your Project Final score will therefore be 11424*82% = 9367,68. 

 
 
 

 As you can see, no distinction is made between those who announce a date too optimistic 
and those who announce a date too pessimistic. The only consideration is the gap 
between your expectations and reality. 

 
For these reasons, we recommend that you seriously calculate your building duration at Round III 
and study the Annex “Building Duration”. Microsoft offers you for free the tool Microsoft Project 
Professional 2010 or 2013. You can find a tutorial on the platform. We recommend that you use this 
software from the Round I in order to obtain automatically: 
• Your time of construction; 
• The Gantt chart for your project, which will inform you of tasks that you can perform to maximize 
the life of your site. 


